
ROGERS COMMUNICATIONS PRESENTS:
The New Galaxy S9 or S9+  with  a Free Fast Charge Wireless Charging Stand!

The 2018 Toronto Blue Jays GM: Alexander Bertland, abertland@gmail.com
2012 American League Champions  11-time AL East Champions
Theme Song: Riccione by The Giornalisti https://youtu.be/nrgMQ88jHj0

Roster Brought to you by the Tuscan Pesto Signature Pizza at Pizza Nova pizzanova.com
Batters (13): Altuve (Hou) Barney (Tor) Blash (SD) Chapman (Oak)

Dickerson (TB) Gomez (Tex) Gregorius (NYY) Hernandez (Tor)
MKemp (Atl) Maldonado (LAA) Moreland (Bos) Sanchez (FA-SD)
Spangenberg (SD)

Pitchers (12): Alexander (KC) Biagini (Tor) Casilla (Oak) Chacin (SD)
Cobb (TB) Duensing (CCub) Greene (Det) Lopez (Cws)
Nova (Pitt) Pazos (Sea) Tepera (Tor) Wilson (Ccub)

Buffalove (10): Alcantara (FA-Cin)Alford (Tor) Hahn (Oak) TKemp (Hou)
Liriano  (Cws) Mahle (Cin) Maile (Tor) Paulino (IR Hou)
Thompson (LAD) Wright (Bal) Note: Alcantara on home roster

Retired Numbers: McGriff #19 Jeter #2

Starting Line-Up's Brought to  You by Snakes and Latte's Board Game Café
v lhp v rhp Injury Replacement:
1. Moreland 1b 1. Spangenberg rf ph vs lhp Put the replacement at the bottom 
2. Blash rf 2. Gregorius ss h+r? of the order if starting a game
3. Altuve 2b 3. Altuve 2b
4. Dickerson lf 4. Dickerson lf c: Sanchez, Maile (Buffalo)
5. Gomez cf 5. Gomez cf 1b: Sanchez
6. Gregorius ss 6. Moreland 1b 2b, ss, 3b: Barney
7. Kemp dh 7. Kemp dh of: Hernandez, TKemp (Buffalo)
8. Barney 3b ph v rhp 8. Chapman 3b
9. Maldonado c bunt? ph late? 9. Maldonado c bunt? ph late? 

Pinch-Hitting (if Jays up by 5 or more, ignore):
Right Field: • If Spangenberg faces an lhp, pinch-hit with Blash who stays in rf
Third Base: • If Barney faces an rhp, pinch-hit with Chapman who stays at 3rd.
Maldonado: • Top 8th on, if the Jays are losing and Maldonado faces an rhp, pinch-hit with Hernandez

If Spangenberg or Blash bat in the same inning, put Hernandez in rf and Sanchez catches
in  the rf spot.  Otherwise just put Sanchez at catcher in the 9 spot.
• Top 8th on, if the Jays are losing and Maldonado faces and lhp, ph with Blash or Chapman
if available.  Leave them in the line-up and put Sanchez in Barney's or Spangenberg's spot.
Blash plays rh and Chapman plays 3rd.
NOTE: If Hernandez comes in, he plays cf and Gomez moves to rf.

Stealing: 2nd: Adjusted 7 (75% chance)
3rd: Adjusted 8 (75% chance)
2nd and 3rd: When both apply above
2nd and Home: Steal 2nd on a 7.
  If you throw to 2nd, send runner home if he has an 8 or more.

Hit and Run: If the pitcher has fewer than 7 k's per 9 innings, Gregorius will hit and run v rhp
Bunting: Runner on 1st or 1st+2nd with 0-1 out, Maldonado bunts if the infield/corners are back.



BASE RUNNING: Send all base runners if adj base running is equal to or greater than the number
No Out 1 Out 2 Out

Runner to 2nd 9 (70%) 9 (70%) 8 (65%)
Runner to 3rd 11 (80%) 7 (60%) 11 (80%)
Runner to home 8 (65%) 8 (65%) 8 (65%)
Note: the number of outs depend on current situation at the moment: 
e.g.: Runner on 3rd with 1 out, then a fly ball is hit - that becomes the 2nd out - so runner goes on 8

Starting Rotation: Sponsored by St. Louis Bar and Grill www.stlouiswings.com
1.  Cobb    2.  Nova     3.  Chacin     4.  Biagini     5. Lopez

Pull starters when fatigued OR at start of inning the starter has passed fatigue batter number but is not yet fatigued

THE LABATT's BLUE PEN!
Read down list until  you get to a reliever that applies. If you get to the bottom work your way back up.
Pull Relievers When: 1) Specified in use, 2) at start of inning a new pitcher is called for, 3) batter limit, 4) fatigue
Batter Limit: Closer 6, Short 8; last game of series all can pitch until fatigue

Casilla: Closer (?) 9th inning save sit, bring him in ONLY if 2 of next 3 batters are rhb
Pull him if he faces a lhb or shb with a runner in scoring position
In that case, if Duensing is not available, bring in Pazos v lhp or Wilson v shb
If Pazos then faces a righty, go to Greene then Tepera.

Duensing: Closer (?) 8th inning, Jays up by 3 or fewer, leave in for 9th unless he faces a rhb with a runner on base
Greene: Middle 6th on, score 5 runs either way.  Use if 2 of next 3 batters are rhb.

If he was used in the last game, skip to  Tepera
Alexander: Middle 6th on, score 5 runs either way.  Use if 2 of next 3 batters are rhb or shb

If he was used in the last game, skip to Pazos
Tepera: Middle 4th on, Use if 2 of next 3 batters are rhb or shb
Pazos: Middle 4th on, Use if 2 of next 3 batters are lhb
Wilson: Long 1st on

NOTE: With Greene (R), Alexander (L), Tepera (R), Pazos (L) I want to try and rotate left and right 
At the start of each inning,  check and see if the set of batters coming up might call for a different pitcher.

based on lhb/rhb splits for these 4 pitchers.

Defensive Instructions: VISIT THE ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM OF ART!
Throwing: Generally throw at all runners on adjusted 8 or less however:
If there is one runner advancing, try to get him.
Always throw if the tieing or winning run is trying to score in the 9th
If there is a sure out, take it unless the other runner is trying to advance on a 5 or less.
If there are two runners, throw for the one with the lower rating

 unless the tieing or winning run trying to score in 9th.
Infield In: Runner on 3rd, less than 2 out and no force at 2nd base, any inning.

8th on, if tying or winning run is on 3rd and less than 2 out
Holding Runners: Always
Intentional Walk: Never Pitching around Batters: Never

BAY BLOOR RADIO INFORMATION FOR DIAMOND MIND PLAYERS
You see the stealing percentage.  We are not too aggressive baserunners
For the relievers, try to distribute the workload


